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Serenity Royal Wall Sconce
L-SE-100-00

Indulge in the epitome of opulence with our Serenity Royal Sconce, a breathtaking fusion of
artistry and luxury. Crafted with meticulous detail, each sconce boasts Artisan-Blown Water
Glass crowned with responsibly sourced solid brass, available in Susan Dunn Signature Finishes
or opulent 22K Yellow and Rose Gold Plating. Elevate your interiors by adorning powder rooms,
baths, and hallways with these exquisite creations, each a unique masterpiece. The hand-blown
Royal Water Glass Drop, set upon an intricately detailed brass Grand Round lighting plate,
captures the essence of elegance while effervescent bubbles within the glass illuminate with
mesmerizing allure. Available exclusively in Clear or Colored Water Glass, these sconces allow
you to curate your ambiance with unparalleled sophistication. Embrace regal showmanship and
individuality, as each sconce is as distinct as you are. Transform your space with the layered
brilliance of recessed, hanging, and wall sconce luminaires, and complement your vision with a
selection of Serenity lighting treasures. Experience the enchantment of truly captivating
lighting, where every detail whispers luxury and allure.

Responsibly source Solid Brass Grand Round 5.5” Plate is individually sculpted on state-of-the-art artisan-
operated CNC machinery and hand-finished to perfection
Choose from 15 Signature Finishes including 22K Rose and Yellow Gold Plating
Exclusive Royal Water Glass Drop is hand blown by our highly recognized world-class Master Glass Blower
Royal Drop is available in Clear and Colored Water Glass
Artisan Assembly with Hand-Finishing
120V - UL Listed for Interior Use
12V Driver
Efficient energy and long-lasting 12V LED Bulbs, 12V Dimmable, 2.2W G4 Bi-Pin 2700K warm light evoke
relaxing and restful emotions (2 Included)
A Pair of White Gloves included to assist in installation and protecting the brass and glass from fingerprints and
scratching
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